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This invention relates to new and useful improvements 
in blasting apparatus and the primary object of the pres 
ent invention is to provide a device for perforating the 
walls of a well casing. 
Another important object of the present invention is 

to provide a blasting apparatus including a barrel having 
a plurality of vertically swingable arms mounted thereon 
for engaging the inner walls of a well casing to support 
the barrel within the well casing, and a plurality of blast 
ing caps carried by each arm and contacting the inner 
walls of the casing when the barrel is supported in the 
casing by the arms. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a blasting apparatus constructed of inexpensive ma 
terial that may be completely destroyed during the blast 
ing operation without any appreciable cost and thereby 
reducing to a minimum the amount of costly material lost 
during blasting. 
A still further aim of the present invention is to provide 

a blasting apparatus that is simple and practical in con 
struction, efficient and reliable in operation, extremely 
simple to actuate, safe in use, inexpensive to manufac 
ture, and otherwise well adapted for the purposes for 
which the same is intended. 

Other objects and advantages reside in the details of 
construction and operation as more fully hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings forming part hereof, wherein like nu 
merals refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a well casing 
and showing the present invention about to be lowered 
into the casing; 

Figure 2 is a vertical sectional view of a well casing 
and showing the present invention suspended and locked 
against the inner walls of the well casing; 

Figure 3 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical sectional 
view through the center of the present invention and 
with dotted lines showing the striker forced downwardly 
by a striking element; 

igure 4 is a transverse horizontal sectional view taken 
substantially on the plane of section line 4-4 of Figure 3; 

Figure 5 is a transverse horizontal sectional view taken 
substantially on the plane of section line 5-5 of Figure 
3; and 

Figure 6 is a transverse horizontal sectional view taken 
substantially on the plane of section line 6-6 of Figure 3. 

Referring now to the drawings in detail, wherein for 
the purpose of illustration, there is disclosed a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, the numeral 10 
represents an elongated barrel or hollow body having a 
plurality of vertically and circumferentially spaced re 
cesses 12 that receive the inner ends of vertically swing 
able links 4. The inner ends of the links 14 are held 
within recesses 12 by horizontal pins 16 that extend 
through the walls of the barrel and the inner ends of the 
links. 
A plurality of elongated arms or holding strips 18 

parallel the barrel 10 and are received in and pivoted to 
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2 
the outer bifurcated ends 20 of the links 14 so that the 
arms may swing vertically relative to the barrel 10. The 
armas 18 are provided with a plurality of vertically spaced 
horizontal apertures in which jet shots or blasting caps 
22 are mounted. The outer ends of the caps 22 project 
laterally from the arms to engage the inner walls of a 
well casing 24 in which the barrel and the arms are 
lowered. The caps 22 each contain sufficient explosive 
material to penetrate the walls of the casing 24 and there 
by perforate the walls of the casing. 
The upper internally threaded end of the barrel 10 re 

ceivably engages a retainer ring 26 that confines anti 
friction elements or balls 28 upon an internal shoulder 30 
in the barrel 10. The balls 28 rollingly guide a sliding 
striker or plunger 32 having a transverse bore 34 in 
which there is received a shear pin 36 whose ends are 
supported upon the retainer ring 26. 
A transverse slot 38 is provided in the striker 32, above 

the bore 34, and slidably receives a bail 40 that is termi 
nally attached to the upper end of the barrel 10. The 
upper end of the barrel 0 is provided with an axial bore 
42 that receives a lowering cable 44 whose lower end 
is attached to the bail 40. 

Suitably secured within the lower end of the barrel 
10, is a guide sleeve 46 having an internal groove 48 in 
which anti-friction elements or balls 50 are mounted to 
ride against the outer periphery of a substantially cy 
lindrical hammer 52. 
A support ring 54 is threaded in the lower end of the 

sleeve 46 and supports a detonating or blasting cap 56 
which underlies a second detonating or blasting cap 58 
also within the guide sleeve 46. A firing element 60 is 
interpcsed between the bases of the caps 56 and 58 and 
includes upper and lower pointed ends or apices that con 
tact the central portions of the bases of the caps 56 and 58. 
The sleeve 46 constitutes the blasting chamber and 

its lower end communicates with a recess 60 in the upper 
end of a nose member 62 that is detachably secured to 
the lower end of the barrel E10. Transverse recesses 64 
in the nose member 62 receive packing glands 66 through 
which a detonating cord or prima cord 63 is extended. 
The cord 68 extends through the recess 60 to be detonated 
by the cap 56 and the cord 68 is connected to at least 
the lower caps of the arms. 
The caps or charges 22 are located sufficiently close 

together so that when the charges connected to the cord 
6S are set off, all of the charges 22 will be sympatheti 
cally discharged to effectively perforate the walls of the 
casing 24. 

in practical use of the present invention, the apparatus 
is lowered into the casing 24 by the cable 44 whereupon 
an upward pull on the cord or cable 44 will force the 
arms 3 and the caps 22 against the inner walls of the 
casing 24 to support the barrel as shown in Figure 2. 
A striking element 70 is then forced downwardly 

against the striker 32, to shear the pin 36 and cause the 
striker 32 to force the hammer against the upper cap 58 
and the cap 58 against the upper apex of the member 6 
and the lower apex of the member 60 against the lower 
cap 56, whereupon both caps 56 and 53 will be detonated 
thereby detonating the cord 68 and the caps or charges 22. 

in view of the foregoing description taken in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawings it is believed that 
a clear understanding of the device will be quite apparent 
to those skilled in this art. A more detailed description 
is accordingly deemed unnecessary. 

It is to be understood, however, that even though there 
is herein shown and described a preferred embodiment 
of the invention the same is susceptible to certain changes 
fully comprehended by the spirit of the invention as here 
in described and the scope of the appended claims. 
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Having described the invention, what is claimed as 
new is: 

-1. In a perforating gun for oil wells, an elongated barrel 
provided with a central bore, explosive charges arranged 
and Supported on the outside of said barrel and spaced 
therefrom in operative position, said barrel being provided 
with a nose containing a cavity and bores leading from 
Said cavity to the outside, a prima cord extended within 
Said cavity passing through the last named bores to the 
outside connected with explosive charges carried on the 
outside of the barrel, an impact responsive plunger held 
within Said central bore of the barrel adapted to be dis 
placed longitudinally within said barrel upon impact of 
a striking element, a detonator including a firing pin 
fixedly held within said barrel in the vicinity of the cavity, 
a communication channel between said detonator and 
said cavity and a movable element exposed to the impact 
responsive plunger between the latter and the detonator, 
the plunger upon impact driving the firing pin into the 
detonator and detonating the prima cord which fires the 
explosive charges. 

2. In a perforating gun for oil wells an elongated barrel 
provided with a central bore, explosive charges arranged 
and Supported on the outside of said barrel and spaced 
therefrom when in operative position, said barrel being 
provided with a nose containing a cavity and with bores 
leading from said cavity to the outside, a prima cord held 
Within Said cavity extending to the outside by passing 
through the last named bores, a sleeve element held 
Kedly within the central bore of the barrel near the 

cavity and the nose of the barrel, said sleeve element 
having a central channel, communicating with said cavity, 
a detonator held near the end of said central channel, a 
firing pin in contact with said detonator, a longitudinally 
novable element in said central channel of the sleeve 
eleinent adapted to press on the firing pin, said longi 
tlidinaily movable element being exposed to the impact 
of the impact responsive plunger, the plunger upon im 
pact driving the movable element towards the firing pin 
and the latter driving the firing pin into said detonator 
and detonating the prima cord which fires the explosive 
charges. 

3. In a perforating gun for oil wells an elongated barrel 
provided with a central bore, an explosive charge carrier 
arranged in Substantial parallelism with the barrel, said 
carrier carrying a plurality of explosive charges, means 
for Slispending the explosive charge carrier movably on 
said barrel, said barrel being provided with a nose con 
taining a cavity and bores leading from said cavity to the 
Clitside, a prima cord held within said cavity and ex 
tending to the outside through the last named bores, said 
prima cord being connected with explosive charges on 
said charge carrier, an impact responsive plunger held 
within said central bore of the barrel adapted to be dis 
placed longitudinally within said barrel upon impact of 
a striking element, a detonator including a firing pin, 
fixedly held within said barrel in the vicinity of the cavity 
in the nose of the barrei, a communication channel be 
tween Said detonator and said cavity and a movable ele 
inant exposed to the impact responsive plunger between 
the latter and the detonator, the plunger upon impact 
driving the firing pin into the detonator and detonating 
the prima cord which fires the charges. 

4. In a perforating gun for oil wells provided with a 
Well casing, an elongated barrel provided with a central 
bore, a plurality of elongated arms forming explosive 
charge carriers arranged in substantial parallelism with 
the barrel, each of said arms carrying a plurality of ex 
plosive charges, raeans for suspending the said explosive 
charge carrier arms movably on said barrel and for spac 
ing the said arms from the barrel at different distances 
from the barrel to apply them against the well casing, said 
last named means holding the said explosive charge carrier 
arms always in a position parallel to the barrel, with the 
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explosive charges arranged one below the other, said 
barrel being provided with a nose containing a cavity 
and bores leading from said cavity to the outside, a prima 
cord extending through said cavity and to the outside 
passing through said last named bores, said prima cord 
being pliable and extensible. and permanently connected 
with the explosive charges at the lower end of the arms, 
an impact responsive plunger held within said central bore 
of the barrels adapted to be displaced longitudinally within 
said barrel upon impact of a striking element, a detonator 
including a firing pin, said detonator being fixedly held 
within said barrel in the vicinity of the cavity in the nose 
of the barrel, a communication channel between said det 
onator and said cavity and a movable element exposed 
to the impact responsive plunger between the latter and 
the detonator, the plunger upon impact driving 
the firingpin into the detonator and detonating the prima 
cord which fires the explosive charges. 

5. In a perforating gun for perforating oil well casings 
an elongated barrel provided with a central bore, carrying 
on the outside a plurality of explosive charges, an im 
pact responsive detonating means within said barrel in 
cluding an actuator disposed on the inside of the barrel 
and extending to an explosive charge on the outside, a 
tripping assembly carried by said barrel including an im 
pact responsive plunger adapted to slide within said central 
bore of the barrel for detonating the impact responsive 
detonator, said impact responsive plunger being provided 
with a portion projecting upwardly beyond the upper end 
of the barrel and having at its end a striker plate, said 
upwardly projecting portion being provided with a central 
bore and with elongated axially extending slots at dia 
metrically opposite sides, means rupturable upon an im 
pact on the plunger exceeding a predetermined limit for 
holding said plunger within said barrel, a flexible suspen 
sion means for said barrel extending through the central 
bore of the plunger projection and attached to the barrel 
below the end of the plunger projection by a bail at 
tached to the barrel and passing through the axial slots of 
the upwardly projecting portion of the plunger, the striker 
plate being thus exposed to and receiving an impact from 
a striking element dropped into the oil well casing which 
is automatically guided towards the striker and detonates 
the impact responsive detonator inside the barrel, the det 
onator detonating the actuator disposed on the inside of 
the barrel and extending to the outside which in its turn 
detonates the explosive charges on the outside. 

6. In a perforating gun for perforating oil well casings 
an elongated barrel with a central bore, carrying on the 
outside a plurality of explosive charges spaced from said 
barrel, an impact responsive detonating means for ex 
ploding said charges, disposed within said barrel and 
including an actuator extending to the outside, an im 
pact responsive plunger within said barrel for detonating 
said impact responsive detonating means, and a tripping 
assembly carried by said barrel, said impact responsive 
plunger having a portion projecting beyond the barrel 
which is provided with a central bore and with axially 
disposed slots at opposite sides, said plunger being held 
within said barrel by a breakable means ruptured upon 
impact, said plunger causing the detonation of the detonat 
ing means upon impact, the tripping assembly including 
a flexible suspension element attached to said barrel below 
the upper end of the plunger projection by means of a 
bail attached to the upper end of said barrel, said bail 
extending through the axial slots of the projection of 
said plunger, the flexible suspension element extending 
through the central bore of the last named projection, a 
striker plate on the top of said projection of the plunger, 
said flexible element forming a guide for a striking ele 
ment moving towards said striking plate. 

7. In a perforating gun for perforating oil well cas 
ings, an elongated barrel adapted for longitudinal insertion 
into a well casing, a pair of arms each pivotally linked to 
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the barrel by parallel pivoted levers, so as to maintain the 
arms permanently in a position parallel to the barrel, 
said arms being moved outwardly from the barrel upon 
upward movement of the barrel to engage the inner wall 
of the well casing, explosive charges longitudinally spaced 
along each of said arms, detonating means within the 
cavity of said barrel for detonating said explosive charges, 
the detonating means including an explosive charge within 
said barrel and a detonating cord, activated by an ex 
plosive charge within the barrel, with flexible portions 
extending to the outside and connected with said explosive 
charges on each arm, detonation of one of said explosive 
charges on the arms serially detonating the remaining 
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charges sympathetically to provide longitudinally spaced 
perforations in the well casing. 
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